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One of the most sincere
forms of respect
is actually listening to
what another has to say.
Listening is kindness.

A friend approached me the other day
with a conundrum. “What is research
literature finding regarding how best to
tell adult children to stop interfering?”
What an important topic. Well the short
answer to her question is, ‘very little’
research and writing has been done
about this issue.

There is no chronological age that
dictates when an older adult needs to
hand over control of their life to
another person. Respecting the roles
and boundaries one has with an older
person is salient.
If your adult children or caregivers are
’hovering and over involved’ without
your permission there are a few things
you can do:

Almost all of the articles I was able to
find referred to a Wall Street Journal
Article written by Clare Ansberry in April Be Honest with them. Let them know
2018 titled: ‘Who’s in Charge Here?
that you understand they mean well,
Aging Parents Resist Interfering
but their behaviour is not helping.
‘Helicopter’ Children’.
Be Specific about the behaviours that
She writes: “As parents get older,
are not helpful or respectful. If others
attempts to hold on to our
keep telling you that you ‘can’t’ do
independence can be at odds with even something when you can, tell them to
the most well-intentioned
not to mention it again. Let them know
“suggestions” from our children. We
that when you need help with
want to be cared about, but fear being something you cannot do, you will ask.
cared for. Hence the push and pull
Reserve your right to make the final
when a well-meaning offspring steps
decision on everything. For example, if
onto our turf.”
an aging person feels they are being
I would add, that many caregivers also pressured to move and they do not
take the same position as the adult
want to, or need to, tell them the
children who have well-intentioned
decision is yours to make. The
opinions and behaviours but are
conversation about when to move is an
instead interfering in the older adult’s
important one that at some point
right to have autonomy and
should happen. Have the conversation.
independence.
Allow for suggestions. But ensure that
Several articles focused on adult
the final decision is yours to make.
children having to ‘parent’ their parents. Future CSS newsletters will continue to
This is absolutely not an accurate or
explore issues related to the aging
respectful assertion. Parents are always person’s rights and need to maintain
the parents. Children, regardless of age their independence.
or involvement are always the children.
(Thank you Theresa)
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Communication Tips for Adult Children and their Older Parents
Our parents are always our
parents. So naturally,
communicating about sensitive
issues can sometimes be
complicated. Adult children may
be worried about their parents’
safety. In these moments, take a
deep breath before having the
conversation and make sure you
have thought through many
‘sides’ of the issue.
1. The conversational goal is not
simply to get ‘your way’. It is to
come up with the best solution
possible for everyone.
2. Be calm. Take a deep breath
before starting sensitive
conversations. Stay patient.
3. Frame your thoughts. Do
research on issues that are
complicated. Ask people who
may be helpful for their input.

4. Try to use I —not ‘You’; that
helps the conversation to not be
pointing at the other.
5. Speak clearly and honestly.
Address one issue at a time.
Avoid the garbage can approach
to throwing everything into the
conversation at once.
5. Make a statement and then let
the other person reply. This helps
to ensure a shared
understanding. Talking over one
another is not useful or
respectful.
6. If you cannot come to an
agreement in the conversation,
then take a break. Try coming at
the issue again at another time
with fresh ears and emotions.
7. Make time to have a
meaningful conversation. Things
do not have to be rushed.

RESPECT THE RIGHTS OF YOUR
OLDER PARENTS
parent is
R Remember—your
always your parent. Caring for

them does not mean you are
parenting them.
E Empathize and try to understand
your parent’s desire for
autonomy.

S Support your parent’s intentions
and efforts to be independent.
See their side as well as yours.

P Patience gives us time to reflect

and respond rather than to react.
Do not ‘rush in’ and take over.
Explore options and possibilities

E when there are differences.

There is always more than one
way to see things.

C Be Caring—not—Controlling.
Truthful and respectful
communication is the
T foundation of all healthy
relationships.

Laura Peddie’s Suggested Book Club Reads
Orphan Train by Christina Baker Kline
This is the story of two women. One is seventeen years old living in foster care; the other is a
ninety-one year old widow, who in her childhood, also rode the Orphan Train. Their decades
apart of shared experiences are beautifully intertwined in this interesting account of the
orphans’ trains, which actually existed. An interesting narrative about connectedness.
Son of a Critch by Mark Critch (recommended by Valerie Stanley)
Mark Critch is a wonderful Canadian comedian/actor on the CBC program 22 Minutes. In this
memoir, he shares his many misadventures about growing up on the outskirts of a small town
in Newfoundland. Not surprisingly, his keen observational skills married with his comedic wit
make for a hilarious read. Honestly, I cannot count the number of times I laughed out loud.
Like I so often do, to save time, I opted for the audiobook version—read by Mark. Awesome!
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SUGGESTIONS FOR BEING SAFE AND HEALTHY THIS WINTER SEASON
Staying Upright and Steady in Ice and Snow

Be Prepared for Power Outages

This is the season where having strong
leg muscles is of great benefit. Stronger
muscles reduce the likelihood of falls by
making you better able to keep your
balance. (see back page for a listing of
exercise programs throughout the area)

Keep a flashlight or two:
by your bedside and
in the bathroom with working
batteries. A camping lantern is
a good hands free option.

Wear the right shoes. Boots that have
deep groves, nonskid rubber treads can
help to avoid trips and slips. Lace up boots
will give a snugger fight.
Consider adding traction with
slip-on ice cleats. Ask for
assistance to put them onto your
boots as they can be tricky to put on.
When you come in from outside, make
sure you take your wet footwear and
clothes off at the door. You do not want to
track slippery water throughout your home.
If you do not have a seat by your door,
consider creating a ‘winter station’: a
bench, mat, basket for hats, scarves and
gloves and a place to hang your wet coat.
Always wear dry shoes or slippers with
treads to keep you steadier indoors.
A cane with an ice-gripping tip
can be very helpful to navigate
patches of snow or slush.
Salt the path from your door if bad
weather is anticipated.
Consider carrying a zip-top bag
filled with cat litter which you can
sprinkle on slick surfaces you
encounter.
Look around—straight ahead and down
to survey your surroundings. When
walking on slippery surfaces take short, flat
steps, like a penguin.
Invest in a light weight
backpack to carry items like your
wallet or purse. This allows you to
free up your hands and arms for
extra balance. You will be able to
use winter walking poles for extra
support.

Keep the Air in your Home Moist
Cold air tends to be drier and lower humidity helps
viruses survive the air. In your home get a humidifier to
add moisture.

Preventing Infection
1. Frequent handwashing is the best infection prevention strategy.
Scrub your hands using basic soap and warm water for a full 20
seconds to reduce the number of bacteria or viruses you may have
picked up on your hands. Catching someone else’s germs is as
easy as getting them on your hands, then touching your eyes, nose,
or mouth.
2. Avoid the Handshake
During flu season it is ok to nod hello or give a fist bump rather
than shake hands and spread germs.
3. Keep Your Distance
To avoid contact with a sick person’s ‘breathing zone’ you should
keep about 6 feet between you and the person who could cough,
sneeze or breathe in your direction.
4. Know that Germs Can Linger
The Centre for Disease Control states that flu viruses can live on
hard surfaces such as doorknobs and phones for 2 to 8 hours.
Cold viruses can live anywhere from 2 hours to seven days.
Cleaning your environment(s) is the key to infection prevention.
Clean your phone, tv remote, doorknobs, faucet
handles, keyboards etc. Use water with a little added
bleach. If you are out, use packaged disinfecting wipes
for convenience.
5. & 6. Get Plenty of Rest and Maintain a Balanced Diet to Keep
Your Immune System Strong.
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Stay healthier by eating more fiber:
older Canadians are not consuming enough.
I recently read a health article on the BBC Benefits of eating fiber:
website about ‘The Lifesaving food 90%
Increases the feeling of fullness which
aren’t eating enough of’. The superfood helps to control appetite and weight
the article is referring to is fiber.
Cuts cholesterol
Lowers colorectal cancer risk
As we age, changes in the
Protects against diabetes by slowing
gastrointestinal tract occur such as a
the absorption of carbohydrates into
reduction in the absorption of nutrients
your bloodstream
and a slowing down of motility. One
Many studies have shown that
natural way to counter these changes is
increased insoluble fiber intake leads to
to eat a high-fiber diet to stimulate
reduced inflammation.
intestinal motility.
Fiber does not digest, it ferments. By
For a person aged 51 and older, the new the time it reaches the colon the
research recommends a total fiber intake fermented material boosts the good
of 30 grams per day. This is an increase
bacteria in the gut.
from the previous recommendation of
Suggestions to increase your fiber
21 g of fiber for older women.
intake:
The recommended increase of fiber
Cook vegetables with the skin on
intake means you should also increase
Eat whole wheat or multigrain breads
your intake of water.
Choose high fiber breakfast cereals
such as porridge oats, or Weetabix—and
If you are not currently eating enough
add fruit and nuts
fiber, it is suggested that you gradually
Add chickpeas, beans or lentils in a
increase your fiber and fluid intake to
curry,
or into a salad
allow your digestive system to adjust.
Snack on popcorn instead of chips
Drinking plenty of fluids will help to
Eat
romaine lettuce or spinach or kale
move the food through your body.
instead of iceberg lettuce
What is fiber? Fiber is a complex
Leave the skin on apples, pears, carrots,
carbohydrate found in plant foods that
Make up snack size baggies of pumpkin
does not break down during digestion.
seeds, nuts, blueberries, or chop up
There are two types:
carrot sticks, celery, broccoli etc. and
make up veggie snacks bags and leave
Soluble fiber is soft and dissolves in
them in the refrigerator so they're ready
water, forming a gel-like substance.
to eat
Sources include fruits and vegetables,
As my friend Rena always advised, eat 2
dried beans, oats, barley and rice.
or 3 prunes with breakfast everyday
Insoluble fiber is found in whole grains,
Ensuring you are getting enough daily
vegetables, and the fruit’s skin. It is
fiber in your dietary regimen is not a fad
sometimes referred to as roughage.
or a ’diet’. In fact, research is clear that
Approximately 70% of our fiber intake is eating whole foods such as fruits and
from insoluble fiber and 30% is from
vegetables, legumes and beans etc. is the
soluble fiber. Many plants contain
healthiest approach to eating.
both types. By eating a variety you will
Everything in moderation.
cover all the bases.

Prunes 1 cup
pitted, uncooked
prunes, Fiber 12 g
Avocados
1 medium
(about 4 oz.) Fiber 9 g
Green Peas
1 cup Fiber 9 g
Lentils
1/2 cup, cooked
Fiber 9 g
Raspberries
1 cup Fiber 8 g
Almonds
1/2 cup Fiber 6 g
Sweet Potatoes
1 large (6 oz.)
Fiber 6 g
Pears
1 medium (6 oz.)
Fiber 5.5 g
Bulgur
1/2 cup, cooked
Fiber 4 g
Popcorn
4 cups, popped
Fiber 4 g
Rolled Oats
1/2 cup cooked
Fiber 4 g
Carrots
2 medium raw
Fiber 4 g
Whole Wheat
Bread 1 slice
Fiber 3 g
Kidney Beans
1/2 cup Fiber 9.7 g
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* Puzzle Solution is found on back page

P

Family Day is Monday, February 18, 2019. CSS will be
closed. There will be no Crock Pot Class in February due
to the holiday. Meals on Wheels will not be delivered.
Adopt a Senior

Issue 1

JIVE
SAMBA
LIMBO
FANDAGO
BOP
HORNPIPE
CANCAN
GAVOTTE
JITTERBUG
TANGO
JIG
MAMBO
VELETA
POLKA
MAZURKA
REEL
MINUET
SHIMMY

Adopt A Senior 2018 Has come to a Successful Close—Thank you.

Thank you to everyone who supported this important Rebecca Fritz, Laura Peddie, and Sherri Cox. Of course
and joyous community program through donations of thank you to the Community Support Services team
who helped to pull everything together.
gifts, goods, time and money. We are already
planning for ‘Adopt a Senior’ 2019.
A sincere thanks goes to
the Volunteer Drivers who
Over 250 bags of goods were delivered throughout
delivered all of those bags
the West Parry Sound District. Quilters, knitters,
school children, coffee groups, businesses, employees’ with a smile and kind words
for every adoptee.
50-50 draws and many more individuals helped to
ensure that 142 seniors throughout the area were
thought of during the holiday season.

Without the generous donated space at Canadore
College, as well as the staff, Adopt 2018 would not
have happened. Special thanks goes out to: Sharon
Edwards, her daughter Kim Austin, Maureen Parr,

Finally, thank you to the
North Star staff who once
again opened their office
and hearts to the Adopt a
Senior Program.

Valerie Stanley
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Community Support Services
21 Belvedere Ave Parry Sound, ON P2A 2A2
705-746-5602
DINERS’ CLUBS: ($12.00 at the door) 4:30 p.m.
Parry Sound: February 11; March 11; Belvedere
Auditorium
Dunchurch: ($12.00 at the door) 11:30 a.m.
February 19; March 19; Held at the Dunchurch
Community Centre.

LUNCH & LEARN: ($10.00 at the door) 11:00 a.m.
January 22 — Sherri-Anne Aitchison, Care Mgr.
Understanding the CCAC / LHIN (Belv. Heights Aud.)
February 27— Shawna Torkoff, Alzheimer's
Muskoka, Dementia: Understanding behaviours;
How to have meaningful visits (Belv. Heights Aud.)
Fruits and Veggies Program— $12.00 per bag. 2nd
& 4th Wednesday of each month. Bags of fresh
fruit & vegetables are prepared for seniors to buy.
Call a week ahead to order: 705-746-5602
Crock Pot Cooking Lessons: ($10.00 at the door)
Participants bring their crock pots and prepare a
meal. Ingredients are provided and included in the
cost. Participants take home the meal to cook.
Parry Sound— @ 10:30 a.m. at Belvedere
Auditorium. January 21; March 18.
Dunchurch Crock Pot Program — @ 10:00 a.m. at
the Legion on Hwy 124. February 5; March 5.
Humphrey Crock Pot Program — @ 10:00 a.m. at the
Humphrey Community Ctr. February 12; March 12.

EXERCISE PROGRAMS
Qi Gong: Thursday mornings at 9:30 a.m. Belvedere
Heights Auditorium. Leader Dorit Bartmann. FREE.
Donations are accepted.
Gentle Exercise for People with Limited Mobility:
Thursday afternoons @ 1:00 pm.
Tuesday afternoons @ 1:30 p.m.
Balls, therabands, gentle breathing & stretching in
chairs. Leader Dorit Bartmann. FREE. Donations
accepted.
Walking / Exercise Programs throughout our area. If you
need to know about an exercise program near you,
please call 705-746-5602.
SENIORS’ MOVIES AT BELVEDERE AUDITORIUM
Seniors’ Movie Club: Held in Belvedere Heights
Auditorium. The 3rd Wednesday evening each month at
5:55 p.m.. Popcorn and coffee. We offer a wide variety
of recent movie selections. FREE.

February 20 — Viewers’ Choice: “Breathe” ; or
“Green Book”
March 20 — Viewers’ Choice: “Mary Poppins”; “The
Bookshop”; or “Mary Queen of Scots”
Winter Afternoons with Carol Burnett: FREE. 1:00

Please call CSS a week ahead to confirm your
attendance. (705-746-5602).

p.m. Belv. Heights Aud. (3) Monday afternoons; showing
many episodes from Carol Burnett’s great variety

Word Search Puzzle Solution

television show. January 28; February 25; March 25.
Moving with Parkinson’s—moving to music. FREE. 10:30
a.m. every Wednesday at Trinity Anglican Church.
Certified Dance Facilitator—Julie Lea. FREE.
Next CSS
Newsletter
March
2019

The Parkinson’s Support Group: will follow the Moving
with Parkinson’s group the first Wednesday of the
month at 11:30 at Trinity Anglican Church.
Call 705-746-5602 for more information.

CSS—Community Support Services (West Parry Sound District)
21 Belvedere Ave. Parry Sound ON P2A 2A2

(705)746-5602

“Our Mission is You”
www.parrysoundsupportservices.ca

